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We will need to 
include everyone 
and help them be 
above average. We 
need to focus on 
inclusivity. We need 
to allow for change, 
transformation, and 
conversion, and 
cannot expect that 
those who are at the 
start of their 
sustainability 
journey to become 
superstars 
overnight.

In line with the theme of Inclusivity and Accountability, RT 
15, held in Bali, Indonesia, once again provided a fitting 
platform for the entire RSPO community to get together to 
discuss opportunities and find collective solutions to foster 
transformation of the palm oil industry. Despite the 
untimely volcanic activity of Mt Agung, causing the first day 
of cluster workshops to be cancelled, RT15 went ahead, 
with only minor changes to the activities scheduled on Day 2 
and Day 3 of November 28 to 30.

For the 477 attendees from 38 countries who converged at 
Grand Hyatt Bali, the event  proved to be a time for 
self-examination and self-critique on past and current 
practices, with the view of making improvements and 
searching for what works best.

One thing was clear – how to tackle issues related to 
decrease of deforestation, improvement of governance, and 
betterment of workers rights permeated the mood at RT15. 
RSPO Chief Executive Officer Datuk Darrel Webber set a 
passionate tone in his opening address by urging members 
to work together to keep dialogue inclusive and 
transparent, and to support one another, in order to have 
real and long lasting change.

“Let’s not block those who want to make a 
break from their past of bad practices from 
being given an opportunity to contribute to 
sustainable development. After all, let’s not 
forget that many of these sins and sinners 
have come to light because of the transparent 
environment that has been created by RSPO.”

He asked members who have failed to comply 
with the organisation’s standards to buck up, 
stressing the need to collaborate to prevent 
deforestation and peatland degradation, rather 
than compete with each other and lose speed 
in transformation.

The tone was reinforced by keynote speaker 
Faizal Parish, Director of Global Environment 
Centre. “RSPO is evolutionary, although most 
will prefer it to be revolutionary and change 
over night, but slow and steady wins the race. 
RSPO is one of the leading forms and 
motivators of such change. If we try to be too 
perfect, we can fail in trying to move 
something forward as there is no room to 
learn.” 

A recurring debate throughout the conference 
was whether sustainable palm oil could win 
the race of transparency in Africa. The 
consensus from a plenary session on this topic 
was that Africa should not peg their threshold 
at a level that they will never make any steps. 

“We agreed that we are already in some weird 
difficult situation, but we have brought all the 
stakeholders together. It is a big first step in 
realising that there are areas that need to be 
clarified and made better. For us, it was a good 
step” – were the words of Prof Moses M 
Zinnah, Dean at the College of Agriculture & 
Forestry, University of Liberia. 

Webber during his welcome address 
mentioned the need to have real and long 
lasting change. “We will need to include 
everyone and help them be above average. We 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
need to focus on inclusivity. We need to allow 
for change, transformation, and conversion, 
and cannot expect that those who are at the 
start of their sustainability journey to become 
superstars overnight.”

Another topic of conversation during the 
conference was RSPO’s development in their 
current practices and how to remain relevant in 
the face of new challenges and among the 
emergence of competing certification schemes.

This drew wide-ranging discussions 
highlighting the review and refinement of the 
organisation’s current Principles & Criteria 
(P&C), active engagement with governments, 
and to collaborate more closely in communities 
beyond RSPO.

Sharing her thoughts on the P&C review 
process, Perpetua George; a voice representing 
the processors said they've seen a lot more 
alignment and consideration in RSPO’s overall 
effort. There is a tendency now to move 
towards simplification in text to ensure 
understanding is clearer. “We've matured in 
style and discussions are much more open. 
They are less polarising, with more 
recognition,” she said.

Olivier Tichit, a voice of the growers advocated 
that RSPO has learnt from its past. “Processes 
are more mature and more productive. We feel 
free to address and look more on what it 
means to have P&C and learnt that the 
smallholders are no more an afterthought.” 

Webber asked members to not look at what the 
RSPO lacks, but what it already has. “RSPO 
cannot be shoving stakeholders into change. If 
they’re not already on board with us, we want 
to nudge them. Essentially, the stakeholders 
should want to be the owners of change (and to 
want to develop the RSPO standards further),’’ 
he added.

WATCH RT15 HIGHLIGHTS

https://vimeo.com/251284253
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In line with the theme of Inclusivity and Accountability, RT 
15, held in Bali, Indonesia, once again provided a fitting 
platform for the entire RSPO community to get together to 
discuss opportunities and find collective solutions to foster 
transformation of the palm oil industry. Despite the 
untimely volcanic activity of Mt Agung, causing the first day 
of cluster workshops to be cancelled, RT15 went ahead, 
with only minor changes to the activities scheduled on Day 2 
and Day 3 of November 28 to 30.

For the 477 attendees from 38 countries who converged at 
Grand Hyatt Bali, the event  proved to be a time for 
self-examination and self-critique on past and current 
practices, with the view of making improvements and 
searching for what works best.

One thing was clear – how to tackle issues related to 
decrease of deforestation, improvement of governance, and 
betterment of workers rights permeated the mood at RT15. 
RSPO Chief Executive Officer Datuk Darrel Webber set a 
passionate tone in his opening address by urging members 
to work together to keep dialogue inclusive and 
transparent, and to support one another, in order to have 
real and long lasting change.

“Let’s not block those who want to make a 
break from their past of bad practices from 
being given an opportunity to contribute to 
sustainable development. After all, let’s not 
forget that many of these sins and sinners 
have come to light because of the transparent 
environment that has been created by RSPO.”

He asked members who have failed to comply 
with the organisation’s standards to buck up, 
stressing the need to collaborate to prevent 
deforestation and peatland degradation, rather 
than compete with each other and lose speed 
in transformation.

The tone was reinforced by keynote speaker 
Faizal Parish, Director of Global Environment 
Centre. “RSPO is evolutionary, although most 
will prefer it to be revolutionary and change 
over night, but slow and steady wins the race. 
RSPO is one of the leading forms and 
motivators of such change. If we try to be too 
perfect, we can fail in trying to move 
something forward as there is no room to 
learn.” 

A recurring debate throughout the conference 
was whether sustainable palm oil could win 
the race of transparency in Africa. The 
consensus from a plenary session on this topic 
was that Africa should not peg their threshold 
at a level that they will never make any steps. 

“We agreed that we are already in some weird 
difficult situation, but we have brought all the 
stakeholders together. It is a big first step in 
realising that there are areas that need to be 
clarified and made better. For us, it was a good 
step” – were the words of Prof Moses M 
Zinnah, Dean at the College of Agriculture & 
Forestry, University of Liberia. 

Webber during his welcome address 
mentioned the need to have real and long 
lasting change. “We will need to include 
everyone and help them be above average. We 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

need to focus on inclusivity. We need to allow 
for change, transformation, and conversion, 
and cannot expect that those who are at the 
start of their sustainability journey to become 
superstars overnight.”

Another topic of conversation during the 
conference was RSPO’s development in their 
current practices and how to remain relevant in 
the face of new challenges and among the 
emergence of competing certification schemes.

This drew wide-ranging discussions 
highlighting the review and refinement of the 
organisation’s current Principles & Criteria 
(P&C), active engagement with governments, 
and to collaborate more closely in communities 
beyond RSPO.

Sharing her thoughts on the P&C review 
process, Perpetua George; a voice representing 
the processors said they've seen a lot more 
alignment and consideration in RSPO’s overall 
effort. There is a tendency now to move 
towards simplification in text to ensure 
understanding is clearer. “We've matured in 
style and discussions are much more open. 
They are less polarising, with more 
recognition,” she said.

Olivier Tichit, a voice of the growers advocated 
that RSPO has learnt from its past. “Processes 
are more mature and more productive. We feel 
free to address and look more on what it 
means to have P&C and learnt that the 
smallholders are no more an afterthought.” 

Webber asked members to not look at what the 
RSPO lacks, but what it already has. “RSPO 
cannot be shoving stakeholders into change. If 
they’re not already on board with us, we want 
to nudge them. Essentially, the stakeholders 
should want to be the owners of change (and to 
want to develop the RSPO standards further),’’ 
he added.
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ASIA   318 
India   2
Indonesia  161
China  1
Japan   8 
Korea, South   1 
Malaysia  116

 Philippines  3
Singapore  21
Thailand       5
 
AUSTRALASIA / OCENIA   6 
New Zealand  1
Nauru  1

Papua New Guinea  4

EUROPE    93
Belgium 1
Denmark  3
Estonia  1
Finland 1
France 3
Germany    9

 
 

  
Luxembourg  1
Norway  1

 

 
 Poland  2 

Switzerland  3
The Netherlands  31 
United Kingdom   37 
(Great Britain )

NORTH AMERICA  34
Canada  2
Guatemala  3

Mexico    1

United States of America  28
    

LATIN AMERICA  12
Brazil 2
Colombia  7
Ecuador  3
 
AFRICA  14

 Côte D’Ivoire  3
Gabon  2
Ghana  2 

Nigeria

 

1

Sudan 3

Madagascar 2

 Monrovia, Liberia 1

DELEGATES OVERVIEW

RT15 PARTICIPANTS 38
COUNTRIES

477
DELEGATES

NORTH AMERICA LATIN AMERICA EUROPE AFRICA ASIA
AUSTRALASIA/

OCENIA

7.13%

2.51%

19.50%

2.94%

66.66%

1.25%
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DELEGATES OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

REGISTRATION BY MEMBERSHIP

325
RSPO MEMBERS

152
NON-MEMBERS

(Paying+Complimentary)

477
DELEGATES

275
Ordinary
Members

50
A�liate

Members

0
Supply Chain

Members

+

325
RSPO MEMBERS

Oil Palm Growers 112

Palm Oil Processors and Traders 58

Retailers  5

Consumer Goods Manufacturers 18

Banks and Investors 3

Environmental or Nature Conservation 
Organisations (Non Governmental Organisations) 48

Social or Development Organisations 
(Non Governmental Organisations) 31

Organisations/Individual (A�liate) 50

Supply Chain Associate (Associate)   0

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED



SMALLHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM

Empowering smallholder farmers and engaging them in 

sustainable supply chains is essential for market 

transformation to truly take shape. To date, RSPO has 

been supporting smallholders through a variety of 

channels, but greater e�ort is needed to provoke 

large-scale inclusion of smallholders.

This platform aims to connect smallholders with 

potential project partners, as well as providing 

additional resources and support. If you are a 

smallholder group looking for a project partner or a 

market player looking to support a smallholder project, 

register yourself today or reach out to the Secretariat.

https://www.rsep.rspo.org/


WELCOME ADDRESS
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DATUK DARREL WEBBER
Chief Executive Officer, RSPO

In his usual witty way, Webber set the 
tone for the conference using the RT15 
theme of Inclusivity and Accountability, to 
highlight some of the achievements which 
RSPO, together with its stakeholders had 
achieved throughout the year. 

He presented key findings and noteworthy 
trends from the latest RSPO Impact 
Update report, which was published 
during RT, with significant impacts from 
new and emerging markets being focal 
point:

Using anecdotes, Webber went on to share 
some food for thought and reminders, 
particularly during the crucial time of a 
Principles & Criteria (P&C) review year. He 
drew inspiration from Richard Thaler’s 
“nudge” theory as an innovative way of 
changing  the behaviour of the masses. 
“Essentially, we should allow stakeholders 
to be the owners of change - not through 
force and shoving, but by nudging,” he said.

Aligned with the Inclusivity and 
Accountability theme, he urged members to 
form a collective effort to lead the change 
for a more sustainable palm oil industry. 
“Transformation is a journey that cannot be 
done in isolation. It is only achievable if we 
all play our part and commit to the 
sustainability goals we have set, together!” 
he said.

- In Africa, an increase of more than 
13,405 hectares in identified HCV area 
and growth in certified area by 22,773 
hectares 

- In Latin America, an 11% increase in 
certified area, bringing the total 
certified area to 285,687 hectares

- In China, the industry has been making 
great strides with a strong increase in 
the number of supply chain certified 
facilities there: 40% to be exact

- For the U.S. and Canada combined, 
RSPO membership has risen by 
approximately 62% to 371 members. RT15 OPENING CEREMONY WITH

WELCOME ADDRESS

https://vimeo.com/250932440


RSPO CREDITS

RSPO Credits is the new name for the RSPO Book & 

Claim supply chain model. This supply chain model 

enables you to start supporting the production of 

sustainable palm oil, if you are new to the sustainable 

market, or if you buy fractions or derivatives of palm oil, 

palm kernel oil, or a product containing these fractions 

or derivatives. 

Growers and crushers can only sell certified oil palm 

products through one of the supply chain models. By 

purchasing RSPO Credits, you directly support growers 

who have changed their practices to meet all the RSPO 

Principles and Criteria in order to produce certified 

sustainable palm oil. 

The model also supports smallholders who may not 

have access to the market for certified sustainable oil 

palm. All RSPO members including end product 

manufacturers and retailers can cover the use of oil 

palm products by purchasing RSPO Credits based on a 

one-to-one ratio. 

For oleochemicals and derivatives, please use the ratios 

explained in the RSPO Rules for Physical Transition of 

Oleochemicals and its Derivatives (www.rspo.org).
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SUSTAINABLE PALM
OIL IN AFRICA: 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO AFRICANS?

In this session, both speakers made connections between 
inclusivity and accountability in dealing with the palm oil 
industry in Africa, specifically Liberia and Gabon. RSPO’s 
presence in Africa was defined by Zinnah as he elaborated on 
the process of procuring full partnership of Tropical Forest 
Alliance (TFA) 2020. 

Zinnah also emphasised that the process had created a 
significant amount of jobs, citing 80,000 as a direct amount. 
Despite the challenges in social, political, and technical 
spheres, transparency was crucial throughout the process, 
especially in areas of setting up land authority (independent 
body). Traceability was ensured along the various strong 
bilateral, multilateral engagements - from logging, all the 
way to the market.

White explored the potential of avoiding deforestation in 
Gabon, if we were to see a reduction in carbon footprint by 50 
per cent. Being the only country where elephants roam 
freely, it is a struggle to implement Gabon’s nationally 
determined contribution in palm oil development. They are 
still exploring the possibilities and best practices in 
developing palm oil in such a highly forested country. 

Chauhan concluded that although it is a feat, a partnership 
with RSPO would prove beneficial in ensuring sustainability 
in palm oil development in Africa. The effort that Gabon is 
undertaking should also be replicated in South East Asia. 

MODERATOR

Ranveer Chauhan
Managing Director & Chief Executive 

O�cer, Edible Oils & Natural Rubber,

Olam International Limited

Prof. Moses M Zinnah Dean
College of Agriculture & Forestry, 

University of Liberia

Prof. Lee White
Executive Secretary, 

National Parks Agency of Gabon

SPEAKERS

WATCH SESSION  1

https://vimeo.com/251277566
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RSPO
COMMITMENT FOR
SMALLHOLDERS

In this panel debate, Bram Stoffele presented his views on 
the RSPO Smallholders Academy. Experiences were shared 
on unlocking the challenges around smallholder 
certification, training, and capacity building.

Ofra Shinta Fitri spoke about her involvement in the 
certification process of smallholders in Kalimantan and 
highlighted that working with smallholders is “beneficial 
towards RSPO”. With strong government assistance it has 
taken as little as 1.5 years for some smallholders to become 
certified. 

Discussions addressed how increased knowledge sharing 
with smallholders will be the key to helping them not only 
protect habitat, but also improve livelihoods. There was a 
clear call for better collaboration and collective action 
around smallholder issues and challenges within the 
industry.

MODERATOR

Marieke Leegwater
International Program Coordinator 

Palm Oil, Solidaridad Network

Julia Majail
Smallholders Programme Manager, 

RSPO

Bram Sto�ele
Consultant, Aflatoun International

Sutiyana
Farmer Representative,

KUD Tani Subur

Ofra Shinta Fitri
Innovation Manager, INOBU

Dr Isabella Tonaco
BASF Personal Care and Nutrition 

GmbH

Mareike Felix
Manager Corporate Responsibility 

International, ALDI SÜD

SPEAKERS

11

WATCH SESSION 2

https://vimeo.com/251279524
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CATALOGUING
THE IMPACTS OF
RSPO

Backed by a wealth of research conducted within the 
community, participants gained insight into studies showing 
how RSPO certification scores in terms of impact on the 
ground, and where it can do more.

In this discussion, members debated how RSPO can maintain 
its relevance while taking the sustainability agenda a notch 
higher. Dr Sarah Scriven presented on the impact the 
organisation has that can demonstrate visible results, as 
well as the need to continuously strive for improvement.

There was consensus that since the RSPO is a platform that 
cuts across boundaries and has at hand a range of tools and 
approaches to better forest management, it should strive 
harder to engage governments in solving issues that require 
wider solutions.

One such challenge would be the fires in Indonesia. Dr 
Kimberly Carlson expounded the role that RSPO certification 
plays in overcoming such an outbreak.   

Profitability also got some airtime, with Dr Nia Kurniawati 
Hidayat highlighting the need to find ways to value ecosystem 
services, which currently do not really count in the economy, 
and provide real benefits to the people who protect them, as 
well as give them a place in the market or value chain. 

MODERATOR

Johan Verburg
Inclusive Value Chains Advisor, 

Oxfam Novib

Dr Sarah Scriven
Post Doctoral Research Associate, 

University of York

Dr Kimberly Carlson
Assistant Professor, University of 

Hawaii

Dr Nia Kurniawati Hidayat
Lecturer, Bogor Agricultural 

University

SPEAKERS

WATCH SESSION 3

https://vimeo.com/251115762
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RSPO DELIVERING
NO DEFORESTATION, 
NO PEAT, NO EXPLOITATION

The best was certainly saved for last. This final plenary 
session was nothing short of engaging as speakers educated 
the audience on RSPO NEXT pledges of no deforestation, no 
peat, and no exploitation.

Faizal Parish discussed the feasibility of such stringent 
measures and its impact on GHG assessment and reporting. 
He went on to applaud the work RSPO has put in, stating; 
“RSPO is evolutionary, although most will prefer it to be 
revolutionary and change over night. But slow and steady 
wins the race. RSPO is one of the leading forms and 
motivators of such change. If we try to be too perfect, we can 
fail in trying to move something forward as there is no room 
to learn”.

Dr Simon Lord drove home the need to invest in balanced 
livelihoods, saying we have to allow development but it has to 
be responsible development. “Instead of fitting the landscape 
into palm oil, we need to fit palm oil into the landscape.” He 
went on to question if there was a choice, would they choose 
the death penalty or rehabilitation for sinners.

Ben Vreeburg rebuked RSPO's efforts in delivering no 
deforestation, no peat, and no exploitation, citing a more 
positive approach instead of a no-no-no policy. 

MODERATOR

Rod Taylor
Global Director, Forests, World 

Resources Institute

Faizal Parish
Global Environment Centre

Dr Simon Lord
Chief Sustainability O�cer, 

Sime Darby Plantation Berhad

Ben Vreeburg
Sustainability Director,

IOI Loders Croklaan

SPEAKERS

WATCH SESSION 4

https://vimeo.com/252288299


THEORY OF CHANGE

The RSPO Theory of Change (ToC), is a roadmap that 

demonstrates how RSPO will achieve its vision; to make 

sustainable palm oil the norm. Together with the 

support of members, partners, and other actors, key 

strategies and activities are implemented, to trigger the 

transformation of the palm oil sector. The strategies are 

intended to bring about direct outputs in the form of 

increased adoption of the RSPO standards, greater 

transparency and inclusivity in the RSPO system, 

increased market uptake of sustainable palm oil, and 

improved enabling environment.

Over time, these outputs lead to outcomes that are 

expected to improve the quality of life of oil palm 

farmers, create a more prosperous palm oil industry, 

and enable us to better conserve our planet and its 

resources. These benefits are then reciprocated by 

companies and consumers in the palm oil supply chain, 

as they realise the importance of sustainable sourcing, 

which leads to increased market demand for 

sustainable palm oil. When the ToC is fully realised, it 

delivers change where it matters most - on the ground; 

a space where oil palm, the environment, and local 

communities can co-exist in harmony.

https://www.rspo.org/about/impacts/theory-of-change
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COFFEE WITH
THE COMPLAINTS
PANEL

The dialogue with members of the Complaints Panel proved 
beneficial as it reinforced RSPO’s commitment towards 
transparency. The conversation also presented a platform for 
attendees to get to know the members of the Complaints 
Panel, what they do, their backgrounds, and describe the 
processes behind the RSPO Grievance System.

Matthias Diemer explained that when filing a complaint, 
specifics need to be looked into. Clear information related to 
the complaints and its parties, as well as the allegations, 
need to be backed up with proof and detailed reasoning. 

It was also explained that a case can be reopened in light of 
significant new evidence. New nuances include separation of 
power, as all decisions will be made by the panel. This has 
strengthened the power of the Panel, allowing them to issue 
interim measures and conduct investigations. The new 
procedure gives authority to the complaints panel including 
decisions on suspension and termination, without the board’s 
endorsement.

As they finalise their SOP at the secretariat level, Marieke 
Leegwater believes there are various causes for delays. 
“Sometimes the respondents aren't super quick and we have 
to time again remind them to respond. Some cases have 
legal procedures involved. Another reason for delay might be 
the need to get a legal opinion or independent investigation, 
and that's not going to happen overnight.”

Constructive criticism of the standard and its grievance 
process is needed and the panel explained that they are 
continuing to work towards a robust process that can inspire
confidence in the RSPO label, from both consumers and 
stakeholders.

MODERATOR

Paul Wolvekamp
Deputy Director, Both ENDS

Matthias Diemer
WWF Switzerland

Lanash Thanda
SEPA (Sabah Environmental 

Protection Association)

John Payne
Borneo Rhino Alliance

Melizel Asuncion
Verite

Marieke Leegwater
Solidaridad

Lim Soo Choo
Bumitama Agri Ltd

Frazer Lanier
Citibank

SPEAKERS

WATCH SESSION 5

https://vimeo.com/252290210
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RSPO PRINCIPLES
AND CRITERIA
2018 REVIEW

This session discussed RSPO’s progress and specific 
achievements in the Principles and Criteria (P&C) review 
process thus far. 

Perpetua George shared that RSPO has seen greater 
alignment and consideration in its overall effort to the review 
process. Although there is a tendency now to move towards 
simplification in text to ensure understanding is clearer, she 
feels the RSPO P&C has matured in style as discussions are 
much more open. 

From her perspective, Rosemary Addico felt it was beneficial 
that the voice of smallholders has been included from the 
very beginning. While Darrel Webber understood there are 
stronger indications for due diligence on the transactions 
involving third party contractors and recruitment agencies. 

RSPO reached almost 10,000 stakeholders, going around the 
world in 60 days educating people on the P&C and its review 
process. “We must build the next P&C review to include Latin 
America and Africa,” said Webber. 

Faizal Parish said there has been progress in indicators for 
best management practices for peatlands. In the previous 
rounds in the revision, there seemed to be full cooperation by 
the stakeholders, but other environmental aspects such as 
deforestation were still under debate.

MODERATOR

Johan Verburg
Oxfam Novib

Datuk Darrel Webber
Voice of RSPO

Perpetua George
Voice of Processor

Olivier Tichit
Voice of Grower

Rosemary Addico
Voice of Smallholders

Faizal Parish
Voice of Environmental NGO

Daryll Delgado
Voice of Social NGO

Frazer Lanier
Citibank

SPEAKERS

WATCH SESSION 6

https://vimeo.com/253385005
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RT15 has been a bit of a roller coaster ride for me and my team and 
we could not have done it without the support from everyone here.

I’d like to thank the sponsors, exhibitors and media partners.

Special thanks to our excellent event organising partner, GB Works. 
Despite the untimely volcanic situation, their efforts have made this 
event a success.

I would also like to give thanks to the RSPO Secretariat team who 
worked 200 percent, around the clock. Although most of our team 
didn't make it to Bali and we had a skeleton crew - the ones who 
came worked really hard. I’m appreciative of that.

Thank you once again and see you all at RT16.

Best Regards,

Datuk Darrel Webber
Chief Executive Officer
RSPO

Darrel Webber

CLOSING NOTE
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Country Media Title Headline

China 搜狐-财经 鈹備綘璇翠釜鏁帮紝浜洪犵
撼绫崇缁忓厓鑳借瘑鍒

China 新闻110 你说个数，人造纳米神经元能
识别搜狐财经_搜狐网原标题

China 仿网易 你说个数，人造纳米神经元
能识别搜狐财经_搜狐网

India Core Sector Communique Palm Oil Innovation Group (POIG)
Pushes for Stronger Labour Rights 
Assessments and Auditing Proceduresat 
RSPO Annual Meeting 

Indonesia Anadolu Agency Lahan sawit bersertifikat
RSPO bertambah

Indonesia Bisnis Indonesia RSPO Ajak UE Diskusi *

Indonesia Bisnis.com KELAPA SAWIT: RSPO Lebih Inklusif, 
Ini Penjelasannya

Indonesia Harian Kompas Petani Swadaya Didorong 
Dapatkan Sertifikasi RSPO * 

Indonesia Industry.co.id Perkebunan Sawit Bersertifikat 
RPSO Tiga Juta Hektar

Indonesia InfoSAWIT.com Lahan Sawit di Indonesia 1,7 Juta 
Tersertifikat RSPO * 

Indonesia InfoSAWIT.com Indonesian Growers Caucus Wakil   
Resmi Bagi Pekebun Sawit di RSPO * 

Indonesia Katadata.co.id RSPO Beri Bantuan Rp 33 Miliar 
untuk Sertifikasi Sawit Global  

Indonesia Katadata.co.id Sertifikasi Kebun Sawit Indonesia 
Masih Harus Digenjot

Indonesia Kompas.com RT15 Dibuka Resmi, Ini Topik Pentingnya

Indonesia Kontan Penerapan Sertifikat Tunggal 
CPO oleh Uni Eropa * 

http://www.sohu.com/a/207626167_118392
http://www.dvdc100.com/v-business-d-20171130-n-523953650/
http://www.for163.com/4d6ebuc620171130c6n523953650.html
http://corecommunique.com/palm-oil-innovation-group-poig-pushes-stronger-labour-rights-assessments-auditing-procedures-rspo-annual-meeting/
http://aa.com.tr/id/ekonomi/lahan-sawit-bersertifikat-rspo-bertambah/984687
http://industri.bisnis.com/read/20171205/99/715514/kelapa-sawit-rspo-lebih-inklusif-ini-penjelasannya
http://www.industry.co.id/read/20616/perkebunan-sawit-bersertifikat-rpso-tiga-juta-hektar
https://katadata.co.id/berita/2017/12/01/rspo-beri-bantuan-rp-33-triliun-untuk-sertifikasi-sawit-global
https://katadata.co.id/berita/2017/11/29/sertifikaksi-kebun-sawit-indonesia-masih-harus-digenjot
http://ekonomi.kompas.com/read/2017/11/29/090900326/rt15-dibuka-resmi-ini-topik-pentingnya
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MEDIA COVERAGE (CONTINUED)

Country Media Title Headline

Indonesia Kontan.co.id RSPO Tekankan Aspek Inklusivitas 
dan Akuntabilitas

Indonesia Kontan.co.id Sertifikasi CPO Belum Tangkal 
Kampanye Negatif

Indonesia Kumparan.com Ketika RSPO Dorong Perluasan 
Sertifikasi Kebun Sawit Petani Kecil 

Indonesia Mongabay.co.id Ketika RSPO Dorong Perluasan 
Sertifikasi Kebun Sawit Petani Kecil 

Indonesia Palmoilmagazine.com Annual Roundtable Conference of 
RSPO 2017 Kept Running * 

Indonesia The Jakarta Post RSPO Calls for ‘Workable’ Single 
Sustainability Solutions * 

Indonesia Thejakartapost.com RSPO calls for 'workable' 
sustainability solutions

Indonesia Villagerspost.com Pertemuan RSPO ke-15 Dorong 
Transparansi untuk Sawit Berkelanjutan

Italy Canale Energiac Al via a Bali la Tavola Rotonda annuale
di RSPO: inclusione e responsabilità 
leparole d’ordine per raggiungere
l’obiettivo olio di palma 
sostenibile Canale Energia 

Italy Io Donna -Il Femminile del
Corriere della Sera  

Olio di palma: la risposta della
dottoressa Alleva a due richieste 
di precisazione 

Italy Recover Web Al via a Bali la Tavola Rotonda
annuale di RSPO 

Malaysia Bernama RSPO To Keep Collaborations 
with Partners Inclusive * 

Malaysia BFM News News bytes on RT15
Post-RT15 interview with Stefano Savi 
aired 26 Dec 2018 * 

Malaysia Borneo Post RSPO To Keep Collaborations 
with Partners Inclusive 

http://industri.kontan.co.id/news/rspo-tekankan-aspek-inklusivitas-dan-akuntabilitas
http://industri.kontan.co.id/news/sertifikasi-cpo-belum-tangkal-kampanye-negatif
https://kumparan.com/official-mongabay-indonesia/ketika-rspo-dorong-perluasan-sertifikasi-kebun-sawit-petani-kecil
http://www.mongabay.co.id/2017/12/05/ketika-rspo-dorong-perluasan-sertifikasi-kebun-sawit-petani-kecil/
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2017/11/29/rspo-calls-workable-single-sustainability-standard.html
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2017/11/29/rspo-calls-workable-single-sustainability-standard.html
http://villagerspost.com/todays-feature/pertemuan-rspo-ke-15-dorong-transparansi-untuk-sawit-berkelanjutan/
http://www.canaleenergia.com/comunicati-stampa/al-via-bali-la-tavola-rotonda-annuale-rspo-inclusione-responsabilita-le-parole-dordine-raggiungere-lobiettivo-olio-
http://www.iodonna.it/benessere/diete-alimentazione/2017/11/30/olio-di-palma-la-risposta-della-dottoressa-alleva-due-richieste-di-precisazione/
http://www.recoverweb.it/al-via-a-bali-la-tavola-rotonda-annuale-di-rspo/
http://www.theborneopost.com/2017/11/30/rspo-to-keep-collaborations-with-partners-inclusive/
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MEDIA COVERAGE (CONTINUED)

Country Media Title Headline

Malaysia Daily Express  RSPO To Keep Collaborations 
with Partners Inclusive 

Malaysia Food Navigator  RSPO focuses on smallholders in 
support of sustainable palm oil 

Malaysia Malaysia Post  RSPO To Keep Collaborations 
with Partners Inclusive 

Malaysia News Straits Times  RSPO report shows members have 
made significant progress

Malaysia The Edge RSPO leaves out Malaysian palm oil 
concession maps, says it infringes OSA * 

Sweden Bioenergy International Europe on track to achieving 100%
sustainable palm oil in food, feed 
and oleochemicals 

The Netherlands Donnacharme Olio di palma: la risposta della
dottoressa Alleva a due richieste 

The Netherlands MVO Europe on its way achieving 100%
sustainable palm oil 

USA Rainforest Action Network Palm Oil Innovation Group (POIG)
Pushes for Stronger Labour Rights 
Assessments and Auditing Procedures 
at RSPO Annual Meeting 

USA Rainforest Action Network Palm Oil Innovation Group (POIG)
Mendorong Penilaian Hakhak Buruh 
dan Prosedur Audit yang Lebih Kuat 
di Pertemuan Tahunan RSPO 

*  hyperlinks not available 

http://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news.cfm?NewsID=121387
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2017/11/29/RSPO-focuses-on-smallholders-in-support-of-sustainable-palm-oil
http://www.malaysiapost.biz/2017/11/29/rspo-to-keep-collaborations-with-partners-inclusive/
https://www.pressreader.com/malaysia/new-straits-times/20171130/283077004569876
https://bioenergyinternational.com/feedstock/europe-track-achieving-100-sustainable-palm-oil-food-feed-oleochemicals
http://www.donnacharme.com/olio-di-palma-la-risposta-della-dottoressa-alleva-a-due-richieste-di/
http://www.mvo.nl/europe-on-its-way-achieving-100-sustainable-palm-oil-1
https://www.ran.org/palm_oil_innovation_group_poig_pushes_for_stronger_labour_rights_assessments_and_auditing_procedures_at_rspo_annual_meeting
https://www.ran.org/palm_oil_innovation_group_poig
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SOCIAL MEDIA

TWITTER
#RT15 had a reach of over 1.3 
million with more that 600 
users engaged during the 
campaign period. There was 
also a gain of 866 new 
followers.

LINKEDIN
Over the six week campaign period, the account 
achieved a total of over 278,000 impressions while 
followers increased by 418 over the campaign 
period.

TOTAL ENGAGEMENT
5709 10.9

MILLION
TIMELINE DELIVERIES

1.3
MILLION
TOTAL REACH

The conference generated 
almost 8,000 social media 
referrals to the RT website, 
engaged with speakers and 
attendees in advance, with 
further engagement on the day 
and with those watching the live 
broadcast as many delegates 
were not able to attend. The 
RSPO Facebook page increased 
2,339 new fans.

NEW FOLLOWERS
GAINED

2339 658
THOUSAND

TOTAL IMPRESSESIONS

93%
INCREASE IN

AVERAGE REACTIONS

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
1229 278

THOUSAND
TOTAL IMPRESSIONS

1.3
MILLION
TOTAL REACH

FACEBOOK



VOX POPS
More interviews with our speakers and delegates 
can be found on the official RSPO Vimeo channel

ANNE ROSENBARGER
WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE

ENRICO BAGADION
VERITE SOUTHEAST ASIA

HARJINDER KLER
HUTAN

DR ISABELLA TONACO
BASF PERSONAL CARE &

NUTRITION GMBH

JUMADI
UD-LESTARI

JUNAEDI
ASOSIASI PETANI SAWIT

SWADAYA MANDIRI

PROF LEE WHITE
NATIONAL PARKS

AGENCY OF GABON

DR SIMON LORD
SIME DARBY

PLANTATIONS BERHAD

RANVEER CHAUHAN
OLAM INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED

VOX POPS
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https://vimeo.com/251955112
https://vimeo.com/251955005
https://vimeo.com/251923868
https://vimeo.com/251923840
https://vimeo.com/251919992
https://vimeo.com/251919884
https://vimeo.com/251919759
https://vimeo.com/251919580
https://vimeo.com/251919833
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LIST OF DELEGATES

A

• AAA OILS & FATS PTE. LTD.

• ACCREDITATION SERVICES 

INTERNATIONAL

• ACCREDITATION SERVICES 

INTERNATIONAL 

• AFLATOUN INTERNATIONAL

• AGROCARIBE

• AGROINDUSTRIAS DE MAPASTEPEC

SA DE CV

• AGROPALMA GROUP

• AGROPALMA GROUP

• AIDENVIRONMENT

• AIDENVIRONMENT ASIA

ALDI SÜD

• ANDREAS KNOELL CONSULTING

• ASEAN OLEOCHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS 

GROUP (AOMG)

• ASEAN OLEOCHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS 

GROUP (AOMG)

• ASI

• ASOSIASI AMANAH

• ASOSIASI PETANI SAWIT SWADAYA MANDIRI

• ASSOCIATION INTERPROFESSIONNELLE DE LA FILIèRE 

PALMIER à HUILE (AIPH)

• ASSOCIATION INTERPROFESSIONNELLE DE LA FILIèRE 

PALMIER à HUILE (AIPH)

• AUMKAR PLANTATIONS SDN BHD

B

• BASF

• BASF PERSONAL CARE AND NUTRITION GMBH

• BOGOR AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY

• BORNEO ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL FOUNDATION

• BORNEO ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL FOUNDATION

• BORNEO ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL FOUNDATION

• BORNEO ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL FOUNDATION

• BORNEO RHINO ALLIANCE (BORA)

BOTH ENDS

• BSI GROUP ASSURANCE LIMITED

BSI SERVICES MALAYSIA SDN BHD

C

• CARGILL B.V.

• CARGILL INCORPORATED

• CARGILL PALM PRODUCTS SDN BHD

• CERES 

• CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN ZOO

• CITIBANK

• CNV INTERNATIONAAL

• CO-OP CLEAN CO. LTD.

• COMERCIALIZADORA INTERNACIONAL 

CIECOPALMA S.A.

• COMPASS GROUP PLC

• CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL

• CONTROL UNION (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

• COPENHAGEN BUSINESS SCHOOL

D

• DAABON GROUP

• DAEMETER CONSULTING

• DANIEL SELIGMAN

• DANONE

• DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FüR INTERNATIONALE • 

ZUSAMMENARBEIT GMBH

• DEUTSCHE WELTHUNGERHILFE E, V.

E

• EAGLE HIGH PLANTATIONS 

• EARTH INNOVATION INSTITUTE

• EDELMAN INDONESIA

• EL-TEITAL FOR DETERGENT & SOAP INDUSTERY

• ELSAM

• ELTEITAL FOR DETERGENT & SOAP INDUSTRY

• EMERY OLEOCHEMICALS (M) SDN. BHD.

• EXOVA GROUP (UK) LIMITED TA EXOVA BM TRADA

F

• FAIR TRADE USA

• FAUNA & FLORA INTERNATIONAL (FFI)

• FAUNA & FLORA INTERNATIONAL (FFI)

• FEDEPALMA - NATIONAL FEDERATION OF OIL PALM 

GROWERS OF COLOMBIA

• FEDEPALMA - NATIONAL FEDERATION OF OIL PALM 

GROWERS OF COLOMBIA

• FEDEPALMA - NATIONAL FEDERATION OF OIL PALM 

GROWERS OF COLOMBIA

• FEDERASI KEHUTANAN - GENERAL INDUSTRIES, WOODS, 

AGRICULTURE AND PLANTATION - KONFEDERASI SERIKAT 

BURUH SEJAHTERA INDONESIA (F HUKATAN-KSBSI)

• FELDA

• FELDA GLOBAL VENTURES HOLDINGS BERHAD

• FELLESKJøPET AGRI SA

• FERONIA 

• FERRERO TRADING LUX S.A.

• FOREST PEOPLES PROGRAMME

• FPS-MRM

• FRENCH ALLIANCE FOR SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL

G

• GALAXY SURFACTANTS LTD

• GAPOKTAN TANJUNG SEHATI

• GEOTRACEABILITY

• GHPR

• GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE

• GLOBAL GATEWAY CERTIFICATIONS SDN BHD

• GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION SDN BHD

• GOLDEN AGRI RESOURCES

• GOLDEN AGRI-RESOURCES LTD

• GOODHOPE ASIA HOLDINGS LTD.

• GREEN ISAN PALM CE

• GREENPEACE NEW ZEALAND INC.

H

• HCV RESOURCE NETWORK

• HCV RESOURCE NETWORK

• HELIKONIA

• HELIKONIA ADVISORY SDN BHD

• HIGH CARBON STOCK APPROACH

• HIGH CARBON STOCK APPROACH

• HUMANA CHILD AID SOCIETY

HUTAN

I

• INDONESIA BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

• INFIS

• INTER-CONTINENTAL OILS AND FATS PTE LTD (ICOF)

• INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC)

• INTERNATIONAL LABOR RIGHTS FORUM (ILRF)

• IOI CORPORATION BERHAD

• IOI GLOBAL SERVICES SDN BHD

• IOI LODERS CROKLAAN BV

• JAPAN TROPICAL FOREST ACTION NETWORK

K

• KELLOGG COMPANY

• KELOMPOK TANI BANGKA

• KELOMPOK TANI KABUPATEN SERUYAN

• KELOMPOK TANI LALAN MUBA

• KELOMPOK TANI MAJU LESTARI

• KELOMPOK TANI TENERA

• KERESA PLANTATIONS SDN BHD

• KOPERASI SEKATO JAYA LESTARI - PERSI

• KRISPY KREME DOUGHNUT CORPORATION

• KUALA LUMPUR KEPONG BERHAD

• KUALA LUMPUR KEPONG BERHAD

• KUD KARYA MULYA

• KUD MARGA MAKMUR

• KUD TANI SUBUR

• KUD TANI SUBUR

• KUD TANI SUBUR

• KUD TERATAI BIRU

• KUD TUHU ASIH

• KYOTO UNIVERSITY 

L

• LANDSCAPE INDONESIA

• LINGKAR TEMU KABUPATEN LESTARI

M

• M.P. EVANS GROUP PLC

• MALAYSIAN PALM OIL ASSOCIATION

• MARKS AND SPENCER PLC

• MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

• MONDELEZ INTERNATIONAL, INC

• MONDIAAL FNV

• MONDIAAL FNV 

• MONTROSE ENVIRONMENTAL

• MUSIM MAS GROUP

• MVO

N

• NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AGENCY

• NATIONAL PARKS AGENCY OF GABON

• NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION (USA)

• NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION (USA)
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• NATURALEZA, ENERGIA, SOCIEDAD S.A.S - NES 

NATURALEZA S.A.S

• NEPCON

• NESTE SINGAPORE PTE LTD

• NESTE SINGAPORE PTE LTD

• NEW BRITAIN PALM OIL LIMITED

• NEW BRITAIN PALM OIL LTD

• NOVOZYMES A/S

• NUTRISWISS AG

O

• OLAM INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

• OLMECA S.A

• ORANG UTAN REPUBLIK FOUNDATION

• ORIENTAL PLANTATIONS

• OXFAM INTERNATIONAL

• OXFAM NOVIB

P

• P&G

• PALM OIL PROCESSOR AND/OR TRADERS/CARGILL 

INCORPORATED

• PALMCI

• PCC EXOL SA

• PEPSICO

• PETANI BANGKA

• PETANI DESA TAMAN RAJA

• PETANI ROKAN HULU

• PLANET BIOGAS GLOBAL GMBH

• PLANTATION AGENCY OF KALIMANTAN TIMUR

• PROFOREST

• PT AGROWIRATAMA

• PT AUSTINDO NUSANTARA JAYA AGRI

• PT BAKRIE SUMATERA PLANTATIONS TBK

• PT BUMITAMA GUNAJAYA ABADI

• PT CATALYZE

• PT DAEMETER CONSULTING

• PT DHARMA SATYA NUSANTARA

• PT KOLTIVA

• PT MUSIM MAS

• PT MUTIARA AGAM

• PT PERKEBUNAN NUSANTARA III

• PT PP LONDON SUMATRA INDONESIA TBK

• PT RE MARK ASIA

• PT SAI GLOBAL INDONESIA

• PT SALIM IVOMAS PRATAMA TBK

• PT SAMPOERNA AGRO TBK

• PT SAWIT SUMBERMAS SARANA

• PT SUCOFINDO

• PT TRIPUTRA AGRO PERSADA

• PT WINDU NABATINDO ABADI

• PT WINDU NABATINDO LESTARI

• PT. ASTRA AGRO LESTARI

• PT. BRAHMA BINABAKTI

• "PT. CIPTA USAHA SEJATI"

• PT. EKOLOGIKA CONSULTANTS

• PT. GAGAS DINAMIGA AKSENTA

• PT. GAWI BAHANDEP SAWIT MEKAR

• PT. HENRISON INTI PERSADA

• PT. LDC INDONESIA 

R

• RAINFOREST ACTION NETWORK 

• RAINFOREST ALLIANCE

• REA KALTIM PLANTATIONS

• ROYAL AHOLD DELHAIZE N.V

• ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC

• RSPO

• RSPO (NORTH AMERICA)

S

• SANTA ROSA S.A

• SARAWAK LAND CONSOLIDATION & 

• REHABILITATION AUTHORITY (SALCRA)

• SARAWAK LAND CONSOLIDATION & 

• REHABILITATION AUTHORITY (SALCRA)

• SARAWAK LAND CONSOLIDATION & 

• REHABILITATION AUTHORITY (SALCRA)

• SARAWAK OIL PALMS BHD

• SAVONNERIE TROPICALE S.A

• SAVONNERIE TROPICALE S.A

• SAWIT WATCH

• SCIENTIFIC CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS,

 INC., DBA SCS GLOBAL SERVICES

• SEARRP

• SENSOR/SEARRP

• SEPA

• SERBUNDO

• SH PNG

• SIAT SA

• SIME DARBY HOLDINGS BERHAD

• SIME DARBY PLANTATION

• SIME DARBY PLANTATION SDN BHD

• SIPEF GROUP

• SOCFINCO FR 

• SOUTH EAST ASIA RAINFOREST RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP

• STICHTING AIDENVIRONMENT

• STICHTING CHILD SAVINGS INTERNATIONAL

• SUBUR ARUM MAKMUR

• SUSTAINABILITY TECH

• SW - BULUNGAN

• SYARIKAT KRETAM PLANTATIONS SDN BHD

T

• TESCO STORES LIMITED

• THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

• THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

• TRANSITIONS BRUNO REBELLE ET ASSOCIé(E)S

• TUV NORD (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

U

• UD LESTARI

• UEDA OILS & FATS MFG. CO., LTD.

• UNILEVER

• UNIVANICH PALM OIL PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED

• UNIVERSITY OF GÖTTINGEN (GERMANY)

• UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

• UNIVERSITY OF KENT

• UNIVERSITY OF LIBERIA

• UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD

• UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND, BRISTOL

• UNIVERSITY OF YORK

• UTZ

• UWE BRISTOL 

V

• VERITE SOUTHEAST ASIA

W

• WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY

• WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH

• WAGS KINABATANGAN

• WETLANDS INTERNATIONAL

• WILMAR EUROPE HOLDINGS BV

• WILMAR INTERNATIONAL

• WILMAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

• WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE

• WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE (WRI)

• WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE (WRI)

• WORLD WILDLIFE FUND

• WWF INDONESIA

• WWF INTERNATIONAL

• WWF JAPAN

• WWF MALAYSIA

• WWF SINGAPORE

• WWF SWITZERLAND

• WWF-UK

Y

• YAYASAN INITIATIF DAGANG HIJAU (IDH) / IDH THE • 

SUSTAINABLE TRADE INITIATIVE

• YAYASAN SETARA JAMBI

Z

• ZSL

LIST OF DELEGATES (CONTINUED)
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RSPO would like to thank our conference partners for their support.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSOR (SMALLHOLDER)

MEDIA PARTNERS



ROUNDTABLE ON
SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL

Unit A-37-1, Level 37, Tower A
Menara UOA Bangsar

No. 5 Jalan Bangsar Utama 1,
59000 Kuala Lumpur

T: +603 2302 1500
E: rspo@rspo.org

https://www.rspo.org/
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